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Of all the many varieties of perfumes brought out by the fragrance giant Escada, the Escada
Magnetism for Women stands the test of time. It was released in 2003 but the fame and popularity
stands to this day. Now, that itself proves how well-received the perfume is. To those of you who
haven't yet tried the perfume, we think you ought to try out this simple, elegant, soft and silently
awesome fragrance.

Go For Simple and Pleasant Perfumes

Perfumes are one of the best charms of a person. The kind of perfume one wears is quite
instrumental in determining the charm, the attractiveness and the magnetism. We are often advised
to wear thin, simple and pleasant fragrances but the companies themselves bring out a lot of heavy,
too spicy and high-level scents of varied fragrances. Some of them are often so artificial too.

Wearing a pleasant perfume is quite advantageous and adds to your beauty and charm. The most
important thing about wearing a perfume is, it adds quite a lot of attractiveness to you. Women
already have this magnetism around them, and good fragrances increment this charming quality. By
good fragrances, we mean those like the Escada Magnetism for Women.

Why Escada Magnetism?

Oh yes, we are asked this quite a lot of times. Why Escada Magnetism? There are, indeed, several
thousands of other fragrances and perfumes but Escada Magnetism stands in the top-ranking few.
The first reason, quite obviously, is the pleasantness associated with the fragrance. Unlike most
other perfumes, there is an air of pleasant, autumnal and magnetic fragrance which instantly attracts.

Escada Magnetism, as said before, was released quite a long time back. Mostly, it can be used for
the casual walk, the stroll, the shopping you go and such casual activities. It is very pleasant and
soft and does not present itself conspicuously. There is a total subtlety with the Escada Magnetism,
but even then, the scent is detectable and quite attractive too.

A lot of people choose to wear this perfume in the fall or winter. Being a subtle scent, the Escada
Magnetism works excellently on women â€“ giving a slightly heady but intensely magnetic appeal. A lot
of flavors come tagged with the Escada Magnetism for women. The top notes in the perfume
include, black currant, melon, pineapple, while other flavors included are magnolia, orris, basil,
jasmine, patchouli, musk, amber, sandalwood, caraway, caramel etc. These days, it is quite easy to
obtain the perfume out of online web stores that ship it in a day or two to you.
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MALE for Men, a TARGET_blank Eternity for Women, Lagerfeld for Men, Euphoria for Women,
Ferrari Extreme for Men, Dolce & Gabbana for Men and more.
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